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Abstract

In this paper we discuss several aspects of the mathematical foundations of non�linear
black�box identi�cation problem� As we shall see that the quality of the identi�cation pro�
cedure is always a result of a certain trade�o� between the expressive power of the model
we try to identify �the larger is the number of parameters used to describe the model� more
�exible would be the approximation	� and the stochastic error �which is proportional to the
number of parameters	� A consequence of this trade�o� is a simple fact that good approx�
imation technique can be a basis of good identi�cation algorithm� From this point of view
we consider di�erent approximation methods� and pay special attention to spatially adap�

tive approximants� We introduce wavelet and 
neuron� approximations and show that they
are spatially adaptive� Then we apply the acquired approximation experience to estimation
problems� Finally� we consider some implications of these theoretic developments for the
practically implemented versions of the 
spatially adaptive� algorithms�

Keywords � non�parametric identi�cation� nonlinear systems� neural networks� wavelet es�
timators�

� Introduction

The problem we are addressing in this paper is how to infer relationships between past input�
output data and present�future outputs of a system when very little a priori knowledge is
available� This is known as black�box modeling� There is a rich and well established theory
for black�box modeling of linear systems� see e�g� �Ljung� ���� and �S�oderstr�om and Stoica�
����� It is not until the last few years that modeling and identi�cation of non�linear systems
have attracted a wide interest in the control community� Up to today� almost all attention
has been concentrated on one single structure � neural networks� However� non�linear modeling
have been studied for long in the statistics community where it is known under the label non�
parametric regression� This area is quite rich and numerous methods exist� The purpose of this
paper is to give an exposition of presently available techniques of non�linear modeling in a fairly
uni�ed and structured way� It is geared towards the mathematical foundations and exposes
basic principles as well as presently available mathematical results� This exposition is� however�
not exhaustive� neither with respect to presentation of existing methods nor with respect to
mathematical results� In the companion paper �Sj�oberg et al�� ����� the user aspects and the
algorithmic aspects are extensively discussed�

��� Basic mathematical problems

The basic problem that we will address throughout this paper is now precisely stated� We �rst
state the general problem and then we discuss some features of dynamic system modeling�
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The general problem

Problem � non�parametric regression� Let �X�Y � be a pair of random variables with val�

ues in X � Rd and Y � R respectively� A function f � X �� Y is said to be the regression

function of Y on X if

E�Y jX� � f�X� � ���

A typical case is Y � f�X� � e� where e is zero mean and independent of X� For N � �� bfN
shall denote an estimator of f based on the random sample ON

� � f�X�� Y��� � � � � �XN � YN �g of

size N from the distribution of �X�Y �� i�e�� a map

bfN � ON
� �� bfN �ON

� � �
�

���

where� for �xed ON
� � x �� bfN �ON

� � x
�
is an estimate of the regression function f�x�� The family

of estimators bfN � N � � is said to be parametric if bfN � F for all N � �� where F is some set

of functions which are de�ned in terms of a �xed number of unknown parameters� Otherwise

the family of estimators bfN � N � � is said to be non�parametric�

For the sake of convenience� we shall often refer to X and Y as the input and output respec�
tively �although they do not need to be such in actual applications��

Intuitively� the di�erence between the output and the regression function� Y � E�Y jX�� is
the part of the output that cannot be predicted from past data�

Two typical problems are considered in the statistical literature� namely the

� non�parametric regression with random design �or sampling�� where it is assumed that the
variables Xi are random� independent� and identically distributed on �	� ��d with density
g�x�� and the

� non�parametric regression with deterministic design �or sampling�� where it is assumed
that the input variables Xi are nonrandom � the simplest case of deterministic design is
the regular design� where the inputs Xi form a regular grid �for instance� f � R� R and
Xi � i�N��

In the remainder of this section we consider the random design only�

Non�parametric regression with dynamics�

Consider the following dynamical system �

Yi � f��i� � ei� i � �� � � � � N �

where Yi � R and �i � Rd are observed� and ei is a white noise as above� We assume that

�i � �Yi��� � � � � Yi�m�Ui� � � � � Ui�p� � ���

where Ui � R denote the inputs �m� p � d�� For example� if �i � �Yi��� � � � � Yi�d�� then

Yi � f�Yi��� � � � � Yi�d� � ei � �
�
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In analogy with the corresponding parametric model we call this system a non�parametric autore�
gression or a functional autoregression of dimension d �NAR�d��� As an interesting application�
we can consider a simple controlled NAR model for adaptive control �

Yi � f��i� � Ui � ei � ���

where �i � �Yi��� � � � � Yi�m�� and Ui is the control� The following question can be considered �
How to choose the control �Ui� for the system ��� to track some reference trajectory y � �yi��
or� at least� how to choose Ui in order to minimize EY �

i � or� simply� to stabilize the system ��� �
If the function f��� was known� we could use the control

Ui � �f��i�

to obtain Yi � ei� Clearly� this is a �minimum variance� control� since EY �
i � ��e � Ee�i � If

f is unknown� a possible solution consists in performing non�parametric �certainty equivalence
control�� compute an estimate bfN of the regression function f based on the observations of the
input�output pair ��i� Yi � Ui�� and then take

Ui � � bfi��i� � ���

To analyze the certainty equivalence control ���� let us consider the control cost

QN �
�

N

NX
i��

Y �
i �

�

N

NX
i��

�f��i�� bfi��i��
� �

�

N

NX
i��

e�i �

It is easily checked that

E� bfi��i�� f��i��
� � 	 when i�� ���

implies EQN � ��e � and
bfi��i� � f��i� � 	 a�s� implies QN � ��e a�s� Thus condition ��� is

instrumental in analyzing this problem� and we shall informally discuss how it can be guaranteed�
Denote by �i��

� � ���� � � � ��i���
T the vector of all available inputs up to time i � �� and

by �i��� � ���� � � � �i���
T the corresponding vector of integration variables� Let P��� denote the

distribution of the vector sequence ��i� when driven by the unknown �true� model �������� let
for some � 	 k 
 i P�i�k

�
��� be a distribution of �i�k

� � and let p�ij�
i�k
�

��� be a conditional

density of the distribution of �i given �i�k
� �we assume that such a density exists�� We have

Ej bfi��i�� f��i�j� �
Z
j bfi�x�� f�x�j� p�ij�

i�k
�

�x� dx P�i�k
�

�d�i�k
� � �

Note that� if the closed�loop system ������� is stable� one would reasonably take equal weights for
the observations ��� � � � ��i in the estimate bfi� In such a case the estimate bfi��� is asymptotically
�as i ��� slowly varying� i�e�� bfi � bfi�k� On the other hand� the conditional density p�ij�

i�k
�

converges exponentially fast to the density p��x� of the invariant distribution of the Markov
chain ��i� �again� we suppose that the correspondent quantities exist�� Thus we can write

Ej  fi��i�� f��i�j� �
Z
P�i�k

�
�d�i�k

� �

Z
j  fi�k�x�� f�x�j� p�ij�

i�k
�

�x� dx �

and

Ej  fi��i�� f��i�j� �
Z
E

Z
j  fi�x�� f�x�j�p��x�dx � Ri�  f� f��

Thus� as a conclusion� in any case� the crux in analyzing this adaptive minimum variance
nonlinear control consists in getting bounds for the error in estimating the unknown function f �
Note that the error measure we use in this case �the risk Ri�  f� f�� is rather speci�c� the error

norm is weighted with the density of observation� Hence� in addition to proving consistency for
the estimates� getting such bounds is an important question�






Remarks� The above discussion can be summarized as follows �

�� Non�parametric estimation of regression functions is instrumental in various problems such
as adaptive identi�cation and control�

�� Averaged Lp�norms of estimation error for various p�s are natural candidates as a �gure
of merit�

�� Having bounds for the estimation error is of paramount importance� This has been illus�
trated on the adaptive control example�

��� Basic principles and limiting factors

There are two factors that limit the accuracy with which the regression function f can be
determined� Firstly� only a �nite number of observation points� �xk�

N
k�� are available� This

means that f�x�� at other points x than those which are observed� must be obtained from
the observed points by interpolation or extrapolation� Secondly� at the points of observation�
xk� k � �� ���� N � f�xk� is observed with an additive noise ek � yk�f�xk�� Clearly� the observation
noises ei introduce a random component in the estimation error� A general approach to the
problem is the following� we �rst choose an approximation method� i�e� substitute the function in
question by its approximation� then we estimate the parameters involved in this approximation�
This way we reduce the problem of function estimation to that of parametric estimation� though
the number of parameters we have to estimate is not bounded a priori and can be large� To
limit the number of parameters some smoothness or regularity assumptions have to be stated
concerning f � Generally speaking� smoothness conditions require that the unknown function f
belongs to a particular restricted functional class�

To see how the stochastic and deterministic approximation errors are combined in the estima�
tion problem� consider� for simplicity� the following example� Suppose that N noisy observations
of an unknown function f � R� R are available�

Yi � f�Xi� � ei � ��

Suppose that f can be expressed in the form of some in�nite expansion

f�x� �
�X
j��

��j gj�x� � ���

where �gj�x��� j � 	� ��� is a known family of basis functions� This is our approximated model�
Our �smoothness� assumption about f is that the coe!cients ��j are assumed to decrease in a
certain way as j ��� Thus the problem of estimating f reduces to the estimation of a suitable
truncation of the vector of all parameters "� � ����� � � � � �

T � using the observations �Xi� Yi�� An
estimate b"N of "� can be obtained by minimizing the following criterion

NX
k��

kYk � b"T
Ng�Xk�k�

where k � k is some suitable norm �say Euclidean for instance�� and the row vector g�x� collects
the components gj�x� corresponding to the �j selected in b"N � Suppose that �Xk� is a realization
of a stationary stochastic process� then the following holds asymptotically in N �� �

EkY � b"T
Ng�X�k�  Ekek�� �z �

noise

� k�"�Eb"N �Tg�X�k�� �z �
bias

�Ek�Eb"N �� b"N �Tg�X�k�� �z �
variance

�We distinguish between the random variables �Yk� Xk� and the corresponding observations �yk� xk�
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As we shall see later� usually� Eb�j � ��j � and the bias term in the right�hand side does not depend
on the data record� Thus the �bias� is in fact the approximation error due to the truncation of
the in�nite vector "�� Let n be the dimension of b"N � Increasing n would reduce the bias down
to zero� But the variance term is typically O�n�N�� thus increasing n increases the variance
term as well� The optimum occurs when both bias and variance terms are balanced� In Section �
# Section  we shall see several examples of how this compromise is met� For a further empiric
discussion of the bias�variance trade�o� and its implications for identi�cation� the reader is
referred to �Sj�oberg et al�� ������

The bottom line is that� to cope with the bias variance trade�o�� it is important to use
an e!cient approximation technique� i�e� one that gives a small approximation error with
few parameters� However� which approximation method is e�ective depends on the particular

function class to which the function is assumed to belong� Since guessing appropriate function
classes requires prior information which is hardly accessible to the engineer� it is important to
come up with approximation methods that are 	exible and are as independent as possible from

the particular function class� This will be a recurring theme throughout the paper�

��� Structure of the paper

The paper is organized as follows� In the next section di�erent smoothness classes are discussed
together with associated approximation techniques from the point of view of their utility for
estimation� �Spatially uniform� smoothness classes as well as classes of functions with sparse
singularities are considered� For the latter classes it is shown that wavelets play an important
role� There is a particular problem associated with the approximation of functions of a large
number of input variables� How well observations data �ll the input space decreases exponen�
tially with the input dimension� Hence� it is necessary to further restrict the function class if
approximations with reasonable accuracy is to be obtained for large input dimension and mod�
erate sample sizes� This topic is given special attention in Section �� Neural network� wavelets
and other methods are discussed from this perspective�

The estimation problem is treated in Section 
 # Section � First� in Section 
� performance
criteria are introduced � note that new tools are required since concepts such as Cramer�Rao
bounds and Fisher Information matrix are not appropriate for non�parametric estimation� Sec�
tion � discusses the estimation of uniformly smooth functions� Classical techniques such as
kernel� piecewise�polynomial and projection estimates are reviewed� Techniques to estimate
non�uniformly smooth functions are dealt with in Section � while estimation of highly multivari�
ate functions is considered in Section � Finally� as a conclusion� the gap between theory and
everyday practice is discussed in Section ��

� Approximation in function spaces

As we have seen in Section �� due to the bias�variance trade�o�� the number of parameters
used in the expression of the regression function for estimation has to be kept as small as
possible� Thus approximation methods performing good approximation with few parameters
will be preferred� Not surprisingly� the approximation method should be selected according to
the prior assumptions on the function class�

$From an application point of view� these classes can be categorized as being either classes
of uniformly smooth functions or classes of locally spiky and jumpy functions� Many real�
life nonlinear systems are smooth with sparse singularities� e�g�� mechanical systems� chemical
systems� etc� Thus classes of locally spiky and jumpy functions are important in practice� A
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basic problem is that one typically does not know which function class the unknown function
belongs to� However� as we shall see� it is possible to come up with one single approximation
scheme which has good approximation properties for a wide family of function classes covering
both uniformly smooth classes and locally spiky and jumpy classes� In the sequel� we move
progressively from simple to rather complex approximation problems�

��� Linear approximation schemes

We mean here approximation schemes that are linear in f � i�e�� satisfy �f � g�n � fn � gn if
fn denotes the n�th order approximant of f � Typical examples are of the following form� We
have some function space F and an increasing family of �closed� subspaces Fn converging to F �
Then we consider some norm k � k on F � The nth�order projection approximation of f � F is the
fn � Fn minimizing the distance of f to the subspace Fn� We call this type of approximations
the projection approximants�

While such projections do not need to be associated with Hilbert space structures� the prob�
lem of determining an optimal approximation becomes particularly simple when the functional
space is a Hilbert space� In that case� the best approximant is obtained by simple orthogonal
projection of f onto some subspace� The following result can be obtained �cf� �Pinkus� ������

Proposition � Optimal approximants in Hilbert spaces � Let fgkg�k�� be an orthonor�

mal basis for a Hilbert space H� Let f�kg�k�� be a sequence of non�increasing positive numbers�

Consider the function class

F �

�
�X
k��

ckgk �
�X
k��

���� ck�k
����� 	 �

	
� ��	�

Then for any f � H� and fn �
Pn

j�� �jgj� we have kf � fnkH 	 �n���

Comments �

�� The convergence rate in Proposition � in some sense cannot be improved� there are �bad�
functions in the space H which lie at the distance �n�� from any n�dimensional linear
subspace�

�� If �n � �� n � �� �� � � �� then F � H� and proposition � states that that the worst�case
approximation error will not decrease when n is increased %% Indeed� in this case the
corresponding �bad� function can be easily constructed� we can take simply f � gn�� #
such a situation occurs for instance if we take s � 	 in the example below� This cannot
happen however when the coe!cients �i vanish at a �xed rate when i��� i�e�� when F
is compact in H�

�� The optimal approximation fn�� can be computed recursively from fn�

As an application of Proposition �� consider the following class of functions� Let Ws
��L� be the

set of ��periodic functions f�x�� which are de�ned by their Fourier series

f�x� �
�X
j��

cj�j�x�� ����

�



where ��k�x� �
p
� sin���kx� and ��k���x� �

p
� cos���kx�� k � �� � � � and where the Fourier

coe!cients satisfy

�X
j��

jcj j��� � jjj�s� 	 L�� ����

For this class of functions� the optimal approximant is given by fn �
Pn

j�� cj�j and the rate of
convergence is n�s� Notice that Ws

��L� is a smoothness class� In fact ���� is one of the several
equivalent de�nitions of the Sobolev class Ws

��L�� a particular case of the classes Ws
p�L�� p � 	

which can be de�ned� for instance for s 	 �� as the subset of the functions f � L�� such that

kf�t� h�� f�t�kp
jhjs 	 L � ����

As we have seen in Proposition �� the best approximation of functions belonging to Ws
� � when

the error is measured in L��norm� is simply an orthogonal projection on some linear subspace�
This is not true for other Sobolev classes� It can be shown that� for the class Ws

p with p 	 ��

the optimal projection on a subspace of dimension n converges to f with the rate n�s
��d� where

s� � s���p����� We shall see� however� that there are di�erent approximations� which exhibit
a better convergence rate equal to n�s�d� The di�erence between these two rates becomes
signi�cant for small p�

From the mathematical point of view the problem can be explained as follows � the Sobolev
classes Ws

p�L� with s � ��p � ��� 
 	 are compact subsets of L�� For p � � these subsets are
convex� In contrast� when p 	 �� these classes are not convex� and can hardly be approximated
using linear �and thus convex� subspaces�

From the users point of view� the functions from the Sobolev classes Ws
p with small p are

essentially classes of functions with sparse singularities� or classes with spatially �non�uniform�
smoothness� Hence� if linear approximation schemes are used� the approximation rate for locally
spiky and jumpy functions will be slower than for uniformly smooth functions�

Discussion� Roughly speaking� linear approximations schemes use subspaces �or basis func�
tions� for approximation� which are independent from the particular function to be approxi�
mated� Thus the question arises if one could not do better by selecting the basis functions
adaptively� i�e�� depending on the function to be approximated� To illustrate this point consider
the function f�x� � �f��x�ag for some 	 	 a 	 �� The Fourier coe!cients of this function are

c� � a� c�k �
p
�
sin���ka�

�k
� c�k�� �

p
�
sin��ka� cos��ka�

�k
�

From Proposition � we know that this function belongs to the subset F of L��	� �� which consists
of the functions such that the coe!cients �k in decomposition ��	� decrease slower than k�����
This would provide a convergence rate not better than n���� for the orthogonal projection using
n basis functions� However� one would naturally expect being able to design a procedure which
focuses on detecting the edges of f � thus exhibiting a much better convergence rate� We shall
see that such methods cannot be linear schemes but must be spatially adaptive� i�e� the basis
functions must be able to adapt to the function to be approximated� Spatial adaptation is our
next important topic� But �rst we introduce some suitable functional classes�





��� Besov spaces and classes of locally spiky and jumpy functions

A suitable family of spaces to deal with functions that are locally spiky and jumpy is that of
the Besov spaces� This is a family of functional spaces indexed with � parameters �in a way
that the family of Sobolev spaces W s

p is indexed with two parameters� p and s�� The interplay
of these three indices gives to this family of spaces a great &exibility� For instance� for di�erent
combinations of the indices� we can obtain spaces of �uniformly� regular �or smooth� functions�
as well as spaces of regular functions with sparse singularities� However� all Besov spaces possess
the following important property �wavelets and wavelet expansions will be introduced later� �

� norms in these spaces are easily evaluated using coe!cients of the wavelet expansions of
the functions of these spaces�

Let us move now on stating precise de�nitions� For the sake of clarity we consider only compactly
supported � functions f � supp f � �	� ��d� though all the de�nitions below can be generalized for
non�compact and multi�dimensional cases �we recommend �Triebel� ���� and �Triebel� �����
as extremely complete presentations of the current state of the art in the theory of functional
spaces��

For f � L� and M � N we de�ne the local oscillation of order M and radius t at the point
x � �	� �� by

oscMf�x� t�
�
� inf

P

�

td

Z
jx�yj�t

jf�y�� P �y�j dy � ��
�

where the in�mum is taken over all polynomials P of degree less than or equal to M � This
quantity measures the quality of the local �t of f by polynomials on balls of radius t� Select
p� q 
 	� s 
 d�p�� � ��� and take M � bsc� The following set of functions �

Bspq �


���f � L��p � kfkBspq � kfkp �
�� �X
j��

��jsk oscMf�x� ��j�kp�q
�A��q

	�

����� � ����

�with the usual modi�cation for p or q ��� is identical to the Besov spaces of functions �Besov�
������ and it is shown in �Triebel� ���� that k � kBspq is equivalent to the classical Besov norm�

Comments �

�� The triple parameterization using s� p� and q provides a very accurate characterization
of smoothness properties� As usual for H�older or Sobolev spaces� the index s indicates
how many derivatives are smooth� Then� for larger p� kfkBspq is more sensitive to details�
Finally� index q has no useful practical interpretation� but it is a convenient instrument
that serves to compare Besov spaces with the more usual Sobolev spaces Ws

p � as indicated
next� It is interesting to notice that the indicator functions of intervals belong to the
spaces Bss��� for all s 
 	� this illustrates our claim in the title of this subsection�

�� It can be shown that �cf �Triebel� ����� for s � 	� 	 	 p� q 	 � �

� The family of Besov spaces includes some more classical spaces� for s non integer�
H�older classes Cs � Bs��� and Sobolev spaces Ws

� � Bs�� �
� Bspq � Bs�p�q� if p� � p � q� � q � s� 	 s� d

p �
d
p� �strict inequality if p ��� �

� supp f will be used to denote the support of f � i�e� the set where f is non�vanishing

�



� B�
pq � Lp � B�

pq� where q � � � p and q� � � � p �
� Bspp � Ws

p � Bsp� for p 	 � �

� Bsp� � Ws
p � Bspp for p � � �

In particular� if s 
 d�p� then Bspq � C�

����� Spline approximations in Besov spaces

We consider the d�dimensional case and supp f � �	� ��d� Free knots spline approximations

have been analyzed in �Petrushev and Popov� ���� �Theorems ��� and ��
� using Besov spaces�
Recall that a function fn is called a spline function on �	� �� of order k with with n knots if
fn � Ck�� and there exist points �knots� 	 � x� 	 x� 	 x� 	 � � � 	 xn�� 	 xn � � such that
fn is an algebraic polynomial of degree k � � in each interval �xi��� xi�� Therefore� a spline is
a smooth piecewise polynomial function� Free knot spline approximants are not linear schemes�
The following result shows that any function from Besov space can be nicely approximated by
splines� More surprisingly� any function which have a good spline approximant belongs to a
certain Besov space�

We �rst state the so�called Jackson inequality for spline approximations� Consider f �
Bspq� p� q 
 	� Then there exists a spline function with n free knots fn such that the following
bound holds �

kfn � fku 	 C�s� p� q� n�s kfkBsp� � ����

where u satis�es s���p���u 
 	� The converse bound is provided by the Bernstein inequality


For any f � Lu� s� ��p� ��u � 	� u 	��

kfkBspp 	 C�s� p� q�

�
� � ns inf

fn
kf � fnku

�
�

where the in�mum ranges over the set of spline functions fn of order k � s � � with n free
knots� A similar result holds in the multi�dimensional case and for nth�order rational fraction
approximations� see Theorems ��� and �� in �Petrushev and Popov� �����

In contrast� approximations using �xed linear subspaces perform poorly in Besov spaces�
Consider some increasing family �Ln� of n�dimensional linear subspaces of Lu� u 
 p� Let fn
denote the linear projection of f � Bspq on Ln using the Lu�norm� Then for any such family
�Ln�� there exists a least favorable f such that the following lower bound holds �

kf � fnku � C n�s
� kfkBs�uu � ����

where s� � s���p���u� Note that the Sobolev injections stated at the end of section ��� imply
that the same bounds hold for Sobolev classes Ws

p �
Consider again the example of the indicator function f�x� � �f��x�ag� It can be easily

veri�ed that f � Bss��� for any s 
 	� On the one hand� it follows from ���� that f can be
approximated using splines with n knots with asymptotic L��error of order o�n

�l� for any l 	�
as n � �� On the other hand� by ����� linear approximations of the same function have an
L��error of order O�n������ where n is the dimension of the linear subspace� This remark would
make rational approximations or splines with free knots very attractive for approximation in
Besov spaces� Unfortunately� in the above result only the existence of such approximations is
stated� and they are very hard to compute� for example� the optimal positioning of the knots of
the spline approximation is very hard to �nd� It is amazing that wavelet approximations are as

good as spline ones� but are much more easily constructed� We discuss this next�

�	



����� Wavelet approximations in Besov spaces

The original objective of the the theory of wavelets is to construct orthogonal bases of L��R�
of the form ����jx � k��j�k� i�e� the bases which are constituted by translations and dilations
of the same function �� It is preferable to take � localized and regular� We refer the reader to
�Sj�oberg et al�� ����� for the attractive computational features of orthonormal wavelet bases�
and we concentrate here on the properties that are useful to understand how they perform for
function approximation�

The principle of wavelet construction is the following � �rst construct a function � �
L��R� such that

S�� the functions ��x� k� mutually orthogonal for k ranging over Z�

S�� � is a scale function� i�e� there is a sequence hk � l� such that

��x� �
p
�
X
k�Z

hk���x� k� � ���

This is an important step� several constructions of � have been proposed �cf �Daubechies� �������
Next we de�ne the wavelet

��x� �
p
�
X

����k hk ���x � k� � ����

It can be shown that the family f���jx � k� � j � N� k � Zg constitutes an orthonormal basis
of L��R�� The crux in proving this property is to verify that� for any j�� the family f���j�x �
k�� ���jx� k�� k � Z� j � j�g also forms an orthogonal basis of L��R� � this is achieved mainly
by using the algebraic properties S��� S��� ����� If � and � are compactly supported� they
give us a local description� at di�erent scales j� of the considered function�

f�x� �
X
k�Z

hf� �j�ki�j�k�x� �
X

j�j��k�Z

hf� �jki�jk�x�

where �jk�x� � ���jx� k�� and h�� �i denotes inner product in L��
In what follows we assume that � is a compactly supported piecewise continuous scale

function satisfying the following condition �

�r 
 	 � � � Bru� � ��	�

and we move to the multidimensional case� Starting from � one can construct the corresponding
orthonormal basis of L��R

d�� i�e� the functions ��'�i	� i � �� ���� �d � � such that for any
f � L��R

d� we have the formal expansion

f �
X
k

��k ��k �
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��


�l	
jk '

�l	
jk

�jk � hf��jki� 
�l	
jk � hf�'�l	

jk i � ����

Here n
��k� '

�l	
jk

o
� 	 	 j 	�� k � Zd� � 	 l 	 �d � �

is the corresponding orthonormal basis� formed by dilations and multi�dimensional translations
of � and '�l	� For details of de�nitions� the reader is again referred to �Sj�oberg et al�� ������

��



Wavelet approximations� We �rst state a result �Meyer� ���	� �Ja�ard and Laurent(cot�
���� concerning functions that satisfy H�older type conditions� Recall� that a function f is
called H�older continuous with exponent s at point x�� written f � Csx� � if there is a polynomial
P of degree at most bsc such that 


jf�x�� P �x� x��j 	 Cjx� x�js �

If f is H�older continuous� with exponent s 	 r �r is the regularity of � at x�� see ��	��� then
there exists C 	� such that� for any integer j 
 	�

max
fk � x�� supp �jkg

hf�'jki 	 C ��j�s�d��	 � ����

Conversely� if ���� holds and f is known to be C�x� for some � 
 	� then

jf�x�� P �x� x��j 	 Cjx� x�js log
�

jx� x�j �

This result states that local smoothness of H�older type can be characterized with the vanishing
rate of the wavelet coe!cients in the neighborhood of this point� This property is speci�c to
the wavelet transform� and does not hold for other orthogonal bases� As we will see a similar
property holds in Besov spaces� We have the following result �c�f� Theorem 
 in �Sickel� ���	���

Theorem � Besov norms and wavelet decompositions� Let r 
 s 
 d���u � �� and �
be a scale function satisfying conditions ���� For any f � Bspq de�ne

kfkspq �
�X

k

j�kjp
���p

�

�� �X
j��

h
�j�s�d���d�p	kj	kp

iq�A��q

����

and kj	kp � �
P

l�k j�l	jk jp���p� see ���� for the de�nition of coe�cients �k � ��k and 
�l	
jk �

Then ���� is equivalent to the norm of Besov space Bspq� i�e�� there exist constants C� and C��

independent of f � such that

C� kfkBspq 	 kfkspq 	 C� kfkBspq � ��
�

Theorem � states that norms in Besov spaces are suitably evaluated using orthonormal
wavelet decompositions� This fact can be used to obtain very e!cient approximations�

We now indicate how such a wavelet approximation of f can be constructed� Consider the
full wavelet decomposition of f �

f�x� �
X
k�Z

��k ��k�x� �
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��


�l	
jk '

�l	
jk �x� � ����

�� Keep the projection of f on the subspace V�� this corresponds to the left most sum in �����
When f and � are both compactly supported this requires computing only a �xed amount
of coe!cients� say m� And then

�recall that bsc denotes the largest integer � s�

��



�� Select in the second �triple� sum those coe!cients �� � � �i� j� k� with largest absolute
value� denote by ) the set of the n�m so selected wavelet coe!cients� Finally

�� Add n�m detail terms �'� to the sum taken in step ��

This procedure yields the approximation

wn�x� �
X
k

��k ��k�x�� �z �
m coe�s� �� �

�f�� compact� supp��

�
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��


�l	
jk '

�l	
jk�x�� �z �

keep the largest n�m coes�

����

and the following theorem provides corresponding approximation bounds�

Theorem � DeVore� Jawerth� Popov� DeVore et al�� ������ Consider f � Bspp� s� p 

	 and s � d�p � d�u � 	� Let wn denote the approximation ���� of f � If the scale function

satis�es condition ���� then

kf � wnku 	 C�s� p� n�s�d kfkBspp ����

holds� If� in addition� u satis�es s�d�p�d�u � 	� u 	�� and it is a priori known that f � Lu�
then the following converse bound holds�

kfkBspp 	 C�s� p� q�
�
� � ns�d kf � wnku

�
�

Comments � This result is quite remarkable for the following reasons�

�� This approximation procedure gives the same rate of approximation for a wide variety of
di�erent Besov spaces �those satisfying s� d�p� d�u � 	�� Especially� it is not necessary
to a priori know the extent of localized singularities� i�e�� index p�

�� When certain norms are used to measure the approximation error� and for functions with
localized singularities� the approximation error tends to zero much faster if ���� is used
than if linear approximation is performed�This follows by comparing ���� with the rate
n�s�d�p�d�u which is generic for linear approximations for the cases where 	 	 p 	 u and
p 	 u�

Also� in the wavelet decomposition of a function with sparse singularities �e�g�� f � Bspq� p 	 ���
only a small number of basis functions are important� and the other ones can be neglected� In
contrast to spaces of uniformly smooth functions� it is not necessarily the �rst basis functions that
should be used� Let us go once more back to our example f�x� � �f��x�ag� Consider the wavelet
decomposition of this function using a compactly supported wavelet ��x� such that

R
��x�dx � 	�

It is evident that the coe!cient jk vanishes for any wavelet �jk�x� which does not cross the
�local� singularities of f � Thus if we consider the projection of f on the subspace Vj � only O�j�
coe!cients of the decomposition signi�cantly di�er from zero �among �j candidates��

��



� Approximation in high�dimensional spaces

��� The curse of dimensionality

The accuracy of an approximation depends on how densely observation points �ll the input
space� Thus having enough data points for good estimation would require the sample size to
grow exponentially with the input dimension� This is referred to as the curse of dimensionality�
a phrase coined by Bellman �Bellman� ������ The curse of dimensionality is exhibited explicitly
in the results ���� and ���� where the rate of convergence has order n�s�d� For large input
dimension d� this is exceedingly slow�

��� Function classes of lower e�ective dimension

There are basically two ways to deal with the curse of dimensionality� Either to accept that
a huge amount of data is necessary or to restrict the function class further� The latter means
that� instead of having the dimension visible in the convergence rate� it will be hidden behind
the function class� Kolmogorov �Kolmogorov� ����� proved that every continuous function on
�	� ��d can be represented as the additive superposition of continuous one�dimensional functions�
Lorentz �Lorentz� ����� gave an explicit scheme � Every continuous function f on �	� ��d can be
written as

f�x�� � � � � xd� �
�d��X
j��

gj

�
dX

k��

hjk�xk�

�
���

for some continuous univariate functions �gj�� Moreover� the functions �hjk� can be taken to be
universal� i�e� they do not depend on f � Unfortunately� these results are not of great help for
approximation� since the above functions gj are usually extremely irregular even for a smooth
f function ��

However� one way to bound the function class in its �e�ective dimension� is suggested by
the generic decomposition ���� Introduce the variables zj �

Pd
k�� hjk�xk� which� since the hjk

are known� can be precomputed� The function f can then be written as

f�x�� � � � � xd� �
�d��X
j��

gj�zj� ����

and the problem is to approximate �d � � univariate functions gj� Using m basis functions to
approximate each gj gives an approximation error of the order m�s under usual smoothness
assumptions on g �cf Section ��� Taking m � n���d� ��� the total number of basis functions is
n and the total approximation error will be of the order ��d����n���d�����s which� for large
n� is of order n�s and is much better than the above quoted n�s�d�

Projection onto one�dimensional subspaces is the crux of the Projection Pursuit Algorithm�
developed in �Friedman and Stuetzle� ���� �a very good review of these results can be found
in �Huber� ������ which consider estimates of f in the form

bfN �x� �
MX
j��

bgj��Tj x� �
where ��j� are unit vectors and each �Tx may be thought of as a projection of x� The j�th termbgj��� is constant along �Tj x � c and so is often called a ridge function � the estimate at a given

�This was already noted in the original paper by Kolmogorov�

�




point can be thought of as based on the averages over certain �in general adaptively chosen�
strips fx � j�Tj x� tij 	 �g� Other examples are Recursive Partitioning �Morgan and Sonquist�
������ �Breiman et al�� ��
� and related methods �c�f�� for instance �Friedman� ����� with
discussion�� These methods are derived from some mixture of statistic and heuristic arguments
and give impressive results in simulations� Their drawback lies in the almost total absence of
any theoretical results on their convergence rates� We refer the reader to the above references
for additional information�

��� Neural networks

For a review of neural networks see the companion paper �Sj�oberg et al�� ������ The following
result was recently published in �Barron� ������ it is the most accurate theoretical result on the
neural network�based approximations today� Let ��x� be a sigmoidal function �i�e� a bounded
measurable function on the real line for which ��x� � � as x�� and ��x�� 	 as x� ����
Consider a compactly supported function f with supp �f� � �	� ��d� and assume that

Cf �

Z
Rd
j�j j bf���j d� 	� � ��	�

where bf��� denotes the Fourier transform of f � The main result of �Barron� ����� can be roughly
stated as follows � there exists an approximation fn of the compactly supported function f � of
the form

fn�x� �
nX
i��

ci��a
T
i x� ti� � c� ����

�note that fn is not compactly supported�� such that

k�fn � f� ������dk� 	 �
p
d Cf n

���� � ����

This result provides an upper bound of the minimum distance �in L��norm� between any f
satisfying condition ��	� and the class of all neural networks of size not larger than n� In the
same article� the upper bound ���� is compared with the best achievable convergence rate for
any linear approximation in class ��	�� It is shown that a lower rate for linear projections is
n���d� compare this with the much better rate n���� for neural networks� especially for large
dimension d�

Comment It is not easy to relate the function class de�ned by the condition ��	� and more
usual smoothness classes� For instance� one can show that if f � W �d��	�����L� for some � 
 	
and L 	�� then ��	� holds� Note that that the same rate was obtained for �linear� projection
estimators in section ���� On the other hand� it can be shown that even in the Sobolev class
W �d��	�� there are �bad� functions� which does not verify ��	��

This gives us an idea that the neural approximator outperform usual linear estimators on
some special rather restricted functional classes� What are these classes� In the article �Barron�
����� some classes are listed� In particular� if f�x� � g�xT a� for some a � Rd� jaj � �� i�e� f�x�
is a ridge function� then the Fourier transform bf��� is concentrated in the direction of a and
conditions ��	� implies that

R j�jbg���d� 	��
It is much easier� however� to answer the question what are the classes on which neural nets

behaves badly� Consider a class of function which are spherically symmetric� i�e� f�x� � g�jxj�

��



for some g � R� R� Using spheric coordinates �� � �here � � jxj and � is a vector on the unit
sphere and � is the radius�� we get from ��	�Z

Rd
j�j j bf���j d� �

Z �

�
�jbg���jd�jS	j ����

where jS	j is the surface of the d�dimensional sphere of radius �� which is

S	 �
�d���d��d

*�d�� � ��

� where *��� is the standard *�function� We conclude from ��	� and ���� that g��� should verifyZ
�djbg���jd� 	��

This is a hard assumption� and it implies that the d�th derivative of g is bounded� We know
�cf� section ���� that for such functions the rate n�� can be attained by spline or wavelet
approximations �and many other classical methods�� The rate n���� which is stated in ���� for
neuron approximations is really not good in this case� These two examples illustrates the the
following simple idea� the neural nets are not always good approximants� They behave badly on
certain functional classes and outperform local estimators in some particular situations� This
duality between local and �semi�local� methods has been discussed and developed in �Donoho
and Johnstone� �����

When coming back to Barron�s result� it should be noted that no result is available which
takes advantage of possible improved smoothness of the unknown function f � An iterative
algorithm for the construction of the approximation ���� is also proposed� The true problem of
system identi�cation� i�e�� that of neural network training based on noisy input�output data� is
not addressed in this paper�

��� Wavelets

Note that in the orthonormal wavelet expansion

f�x� �
X
k

��k��k�x� �
X
ljk


�l	
jk'

�l	
jk �x� �

the dilation and translation parameters � ��dj and k do not depend on the function to expand�

only the linear weights �jk and 
�l	
jk depend on f � Suppose that we are able to construct an

�adaptive wavelet basis�� i�e�� with dilations and translations depending on the function f � The
wavelet expansion of f using these basis functions is expected to use less wavelets� and thus we
expect it to be more convenient for estimation purposes� To obtain such a basis we can discretize

the continuous wavelet transform ���� which is given by the following theorem�

Theorem � Let � and � be radial � functions satisfying

�� � Rd �

Z �

�
a�� b��a�� b��a��da � � ��
�

�A function � is radial if ��x� depends only on jxj 	 this implies that b���� also depends only on j�j�

��



where we recall that b���� denotes the Fourier transform of function ��x�� Then for any func�

tion f � L��R
d�� the following formulae de�ne an isometry between L��R

d� and a subspace of

L��R
d �R�� �Daubechies� ����� 


u�a� t� � ad����
Z
f�x� ��a�x� t�� dx ����

f�x� �

Z
u�a� t� ��a�x � t�� ad���� da dt � ����

Here a � R� and t � Rd are respectively the dilation and translation factors�
We present the following algorithm proposed in �Delyon et al�� ���
�� Consider the contin�

uous wavelet transform ����� which we rewrite as

f�x� �

Z
u�a� t� ��a�x � t�� ad���� da dt

�

Z
��a�x� t�� sign�u�a� t�� a�d��	�� ju�a� t�j da dt

�
�

C

Z
��a�x� t�� sign�u�a� t�� w�a� t� da dt

where we have renormalized u�a� t� by a constant factor C so that the function w�a� t� �
Ca�d��	�� ju�a� t�j can be considered as a probability density� Then we draw n independent
random samples �ai� ti�i�������n from a distribution with density w�a� t�� Then we build

fn�x� �
�

n

nX
i��

a
d��
i ��ai�x� ti�� sign�u�ai� ti�� � ����

which� thanks to the law of large numbers� converges to the true wavelet transform� Some faster
implementations of this algorithm are given in �Delyon et al�� ���
�� Improving this estimate
by some �bootstrapping� like technique� yields the following approximation result�

Theorem � Delyon et al�� ������ � is any radial wavelet function such that there exists a
related radial function � which satis�es condition ����� Let p� �� l� s be real numbers satisfying

� 	 p 	

�
�� s� l

d

���
� � � min

�
�� �

p
�
�

�

�
and f be a function of the Sobolev space W s

� �R
d�� then� for any n 
 	 there exists a function fn

of the form

fn�x� �
nX
i��

ui ��ai�x� ti�� ���

such that

kfn � fkW l
p
	 Cn�
kfkW s

�
�

In particular� if s 
 d�� then

kfn � fk� 	 n����Ckfks� � ����

��



Comment � Theorem 
 provides us with an upper bound for the rate of approximation when
adaptive dilation�translation sampling is used to discretize the continuous wavelet transform�
We should compare this rate with rates of convergence for approximations based on �xed di�
lation�translation sampling� For those approximations the best rate which can be attained for
p � � and s� d�� � � 
 	� would n���d� which is much slower than the rate �����

Note also that in this case the rate of convergence for the �shrunk� wavelet approximants is
also n������� Thus these two types of nonlinear approximations have almost the same rate of
convergence�

��� Breiman�s Hinging Hyperplanes

We now brie&y discuss a recent technique due to Leo Breiman �Breiman� ������ which practically
combines some advantages of neural networks �in particular the ability to handle very large
dimensional inputs� and of constructive wavelet based estimators �availability of fast training
algorithms�� Breiman�s technique is an elegant way of identifying piecewise linear models based
on data collected from an unknown nonlinear system� see �Sontag� ���� for the use of such
models in control� Following �Breiman� ������ we call hinge function a function y � h�x��
x � Rd which consists of two hyperplanes continuously joined together� i�e�� an open book� If
the two hyperplanes are given as

y � h�� xi� �� � y � h�� xi� �� �

where h�� �i denotes scalar product in Euclidean spaces� then an explicit form for the hinge
function is either

h�x� � max� h�� xi� �� � h�� xi� �� � �

or h�x� � min� h�� xi� �� � h�� xi� �� � �

It is proved in �Breiman� ������ using the methods by Barron �Barron� ����� that there is a
constant C such that for any n there are hinge functions h�� � � � � hn such that

kf �
nX
i��

hi������dk� 	 Cn���� �
	�

for any f such that Z
Rd
j�j�j bf���jd� 	� � �
��

i�e�� Breiman�s hinge model is as e!cient as neural networks for the L��norm� Notice that� as
in the neural network case� the condition �
�� limits the function class by reducing the e�ective
dimension� c�f� the comment after ����� However� as indicated at the beginning of this section�
no convergence rate is given for models identi�ed from noisy data �the bound �
	� is not a
convergence rate for identi�cation� but only a rate of approximation of a given function by some
�nitely parameterized class of approximants�� Further details are given in the companion paper
�Sj�oberg et al�� ����� concerning e�ective procedures for hinging hyperplanes estimation� we
shall not discuss them any further�

�



� Performance measures for non�parametric estimators

With the approximation results from the previous sections at hand� we are now ready to move
on to analyze the behavior of estimation algorithms from noisy data� The performance analysis
of non�parametric estimation algorithms and�or identi�cation procedures is much more di!cult
than for parametric estimation� The following speci�c issues are important �

�� What plays the role of Cramer�Rao bound and Fisher Information Matrix in our case � Re�
call that the Cramer�Rao bound reveals the best performance one can expect in identifying
the unknown parameter � from sample data arising from some parameterized distribution
p�� � � "� where " is the domain over which the unknown parameter � ranges� In the
non�parametric case� lower bounds for the best achievable performance are provided by
minimax risk functions� We shall introduce these lower bounds and discuss associated
notions of optimality�

�� For lower bounds� what is the class of systems on which best achievable performance
is considered� is another important issue� For non�parametric representations of linear
systems� L�� L��H��H�� with their associated norm are typical spaces to work with� For
�even static� nonlinear systems� however� the choice is much wider� How wide should be
the class F of systems in consideration� what kind of smoothness should be required� Are
we interested in the behavior of the estimate at one particular point x of interest� or are
we interested in the global behavior of the estimate � Di�erent distance measures should
be used in these two di�erent cases�

��� Lower bounds for best achievable performance�

In order to compare di�erent non�parametric estimators it is necessary to introduce suitable
�gures of merit� It seems �rst reasonable to build on the mean square deviation �or mean
absolute deviation� of some semi�norm � of the error� we denote it by k bfN � fk� The following

semi�norms are commonly used in non�parametric regression � kfk � �
R
fp�x�dx���p � 	 	 p 	�

�Lp�norm�� kfk � supx jf�x�j �uniform norm� C� or L��norm�� kfk � jf�x��j �absolute value at
a �xed point x��� Then we consider the risk function

RaN �
bfN � f� � E

h
a��N k bfN � fk

i�
� �
��

where aN is a normalizing positive sequence� Letting aN decrease as fast as possible so that the
risk still remains bounded yields a notion of a convergence rate� Let F be a set of functions
which contains the �true� regression function f � then the maximal risk raN �

bfN � of estimator bfN
on F is de�ned as follows �

raN �
bfN � � sup

f�F
RaN �

bfN � f� �
If the maximal risk is used as a �gure of merit� the optimal estimator bf�N is the one for which
the maximal risk is minimized� i�e�� such that �

raN �
bf�N � � minbfN sup

f�F
RaN �

bfN � f� �
�a semi�norm is a norm� except it does not satisfy the condition � kfk � � implies f � ��
�to properly understand the statement to follow� the reader should pay attention to de�nition �� of an

estimator�

��



We call bf�N the minimax estimator and the value

minbfN sup
f�F

RaN �
bfN � f�

the minimax risk on F � Notice that this concept is consistent with the mini�max concept used
in the de�nition of n�widths in approximation theory in Section ��

The construction of minimax non�parametric regression estimators for di�erent sets F is a
hard problem� Presently� it has only solved asymptotically �for large samples� for some special
cases �see� for instance� �Efroimovich and Pinsker� ����� �Efroimovich and Pinsker� �����
�Efroimovich and Pinsker� ��
��� However� letting aN decrease as fast as possible so that the
minimax risk still remains bounded yields a notion of a best achievable convergence rate� similar
to that of parametric estimation� More precisely� we state the following de�nition �

De
nition � lower rate and minimax rate of convergence�

�� The positive sequence aN is a lower rate of convergence for the set F in the semi�

norm k � k if

lim inf
N
�

raN �
bf�N � � lim inf

N
�
infbfN sup

f�F
E
h
a��N k bfN � fk

i
� C� �
��

for some positive C��

This notion can be re�ned as follows�

�� The positive sequence aN is called minimax rate of convergence for the set F in semi�
norm k �k� if it is a lower rate of convergence� and if� in addition� there exists an estimatorbf�N achieving this rate� i�e�� such that

lim sup
N
�

raN �
bf�N � 	 � �

The inequality �
�� is a kind of negative statement that says that no estimator of function f
can converge to f faster than aN � Thus� a coarser� but easier approach consists in assessing the
estimators by their convergence rates� In this setting� by de�nition� optimal estimators reach
the lower bound as de�ned in �
�� �recall that the minimax rate is not unique � it is de�ned to
within a constant��

��� Some negative results�

$From the discussion in Section �� it should be evident that it is the assumed smoothness class
that dictates the minimax rate of convergence� Generally it holds that the larger the class of
functions� the slower the convergence rate� Devroye and Gy�or� �Devroye and Gy�or�� ����
�Devroye� ����� have proven the following result�� Consider the following classes of functions
on R �

F� � the class of all functions f such that f�x� � 	 for x 
 � or x 	 	� and jf�x�j 	 C for
x � �	� ���

	Note� however� that convergence can sometimes be proved without any smoothness assumption �Devroye and
Wagner� ������

�	



F�
� � the class of all continuous functions f � F��

F�
� � the class of all functions f � F� having all continuous derivatives on �	� �� �notice that

the interval is right open��

Let bfN be an arbitrary estimate of f � Then for the classes F�� F�
� and F�

� de�ned above �we
denote them generically by F��

sup
F

lim sup
N
�

E

�
a��N

Z �

�
j bfN �x�� f�x�jdx

�
��

for any positive sequence aN � 	�
Thus� no convergence rate does exist for any of the above classes F�� F�

� and F�
�� In other

words� the convergence can be arbitrary slow� depending on the unknown function or density
f to be estimated % It is a natural consequence of the fact that the above classes F�� F�

� and
F�
� are too rich � they contain functions which are extremely di!cult to approximate� In other

words� in order to obtain any interesting rate of convergence� smoothness conditions should be

imposed�

��� Some positive results�

Let us now concentrate on the case of deterministic uniform design� i�e�� the input data X are
uniformly sampled in the considered interval� The following result in the case of regular design
can be acknowledged to �Ibragimov and Khasminskij� ���� �for the random design case� see
�Stone� ����� �Korostelev and Tsybakov� ������

Theorem � Let us consider the H�older class Cs�L� on �	� ��d� closely related to the Sobolev

classes� is the The H�older class Cs�L� is the the family of functions f�x�� x � �	� ��d de�ned by
�

Cs�L� �
n
f � jf �k	�x�� f �k	�x��j 	 Ljx� x�js�k� for any x� x� � �	� ��d

o
� k � bsc � �

�

Consider

kgk �
�Z

jg�x�jpdx
���p

� 	 	 p 	� or kgk � jg�x��j �

Then N� s
�s
d is a lower rate of convergence for the class Cs�L� in the semi�norm k � k� Fur�

thermore� N
lnN

� s
�s
d is a lower rate of convergence for the class Cs�L� in the norm kgk �

supx������ jg�x�j�
Note that to obtain the correct rate of convergence for the distance at a �xed point x�� the

corresponding Lipschitz property is required at x� only� Similar results hold when the class
Cs�L� is replaced by the class Ws

p�L�� p � � �see ������ Then N� s
�s
d is also a lower rate of

convergence for this class in the Lp�norm of the error�

�bsc denotes the maximal integer k � s�

��



� Estimation in classes of uniformly smooth functions

Throughout this section� Problem � is considered� The discussion in Section ��� and Section
� give the required background for understanding how to perform estimation of the unknown
f function using a �xed basis function expansion� Let us take the Sobolev class Ws

��L� and
our model ��� ���� In this case we take as �gj� the Fourier basis� and to obtain the optimal
approximation with n basis functions� we can simply take �rst n terms of the expansion ���
or ����� This gives a certain maximal bias error� cf� the �rst term in ��	�� In this particular
example� this error is of order n�s�d� The parameters in the function expansion ��� are estimated
via empirical means based on N noisy observations� The mean square error of the estimate of
each coe!cient is O���N�� Thus the total mean square error of the estimate will be� as usual�
the sum of the stochastic part and of the bias due to the approximation error � this yields

O�n�N� � O�n��s�d�� The optimal choice for n balances these two terms � n � N
�

�s
d � This

choice for n yields a quadratic error of order N� �s
�s
d � This is the typical scheme that is followed

even in the cases where the basis function expansion is not as explicit as in this example�
The estimators we consider in this section are linear� i�e� they can be written

bfN �x� �
NX
i��

Yi WN�i�x� � WN�i�x� � WN�i�x�X�� � � � �XN � �
��

where we recall that ON
� � f�X�� Y��� � � � � �XN � YN �g is the given random sample observation�

It is only the weights WN�i�x� that may di�er from estimator to estimator� This means that

such an estimator satisfy df � g � bf � bg � notice� however� that functions f� g� and their esti�
mates� are generally nonlinear as functions of their input x� Linear estimators build the folklore
of non�parametric estimation � kernel estimators� projections on linear subspaces of functions�
are typical instances we shall describe� We shall then discuss� both practically and theoreti�
cally� some severe practical limitations of linear estimators� Roughly speaking� linear estimators
are suitable for systems with �uniform smoothness� � systems with sparse singularities �e�g��
hard limiters� quantizers� some mechanical systems� are poorly handled� This follows from the
discussion at the end of Section ����

��� Kernel estimators for regression functions and densities

Kernel estimators were �rst proposed by Nadaraya and Watson in ���
 �Nadaraya� ���
� and
�Watson� ������ The Nadaraya�Watson kernel estimator is an interpolation procedure� It is
given by

bfN �x� �

PN
i�� Yi K

�
Xi�x
hN

�
PN

i��K
�
Xi�x
hN

� � �
��

where �hN � is a sequence of positive numbers� hN � 	 as N � �� and K is a function on R
satisfying

lim
juj
�

jujjK�u�j � 	�

Z �

��
jK�u�jdu 	�� sup

u�R
jK�u�j 	��

Z �

��
K�u� � � � �
��

The positive number hN is called the bandwidth and the function K satisfying �
�� is called
a kernel � in fact� hN is better interpreted as a scaling factor� Clearly� the Nadaraya�Watson
estimator is linear� and has the form �
��� Typical examples of kernels are K�u� � ����� �fjuj��g

��



�rectangular window kernel�� and K�u� � ���
p
��� exp��juj���� �Gaussian kernel�� etc��� Usu�

ally K is chosen to be an even function�
The idea of kernel estimation is simple� let us explain it for the case of the rectangular kernel

in one dimension� In this case the estimator �
�� is a simple moving average with equal weights �
the estimate at point x is the average of observations Yi corresponding to Xi�s belonging to the
�window� �x�hN � x�hN �� If hN �� then the estimator tends to N��P

i Yi� the average of all
observations� and thus for functions f which are far from being constant� the bias becomes large�
If hN is very small �say� smaller than the pairwise distance between sample points Xi� then the
estimator reproduces the observations � bfN � Yi� In this extremal case the variance of the error
becomes high� Thus increasing hN tends to increase the bias of estimator� while reducing hN
leads to a larger variance� The optimal choice for hN corresponds to an equal balance between
bias and variance�

Also closely related to estimator �
�� is the Parzen�Rosenblatt kernel estimator for densi�
ties� Let X�� � � � �XN be independent and identically distributed random variables with common
density f�x�� x � Rd� The Parzen�Rosenblatt estimator of density f�x� is a suitably smoothed
histogram� It is de�ned as �Parzen� ������ �Rosenblatt� �����

bfN �x� �
�

NhdN

NX
i��

K

�
Xi � x

hN

�
� �
�

where d is the state�space dimension of X and K is a kernel as in �
��� Kernel estimate �
��
can be easily derived from the Parzen�Rosenblatt one� Recall de�nition ��� of the regression
function� take the Parzen�Rosenblatt estimator �
� for the joint density f�x� y� of �X�Y � and
denote it by bfN �x� y�� Then� replacing� in formula

f�x� �

R
y f�x� y� dyR
f�x� y� dy

�

f�x� and f�x� y� by their corresponding Parzen�Rosenblatt estimates� yields Kernel estimate
�
���

We now state a sample of results about the properties of kernel estimates for the d�dimensional
case when it is known a priori that f belongs to the H�older class Cs�L� �see �

� for the de�nition
of Cs�L���

We acknowledge Rosenblatt �Rosenblatt� ����� for the �rst two statements of it� though it
probably belongs to the earlier folklore of non�parametric statistics�

Theorem � Rosenblatt� ��	��� Let bfN be a kernel estimate with bandwidth hN such that

hN � 	 and NhN ��� with kernel K satisfying
R
xjK�x�dx � 	 for j � �� � � � � k� Here� xj

denotes any product of the form xj�� x
j�
� � � � xjdd where j�� j�� � � �� jd � j� and x�� � � � � xd are the

coordinates of x� Assume that the observations Xi are independent and identically distributed

on �	� ��d with density g�x� � c 
 	� g � Cs�L�� and that the noise satis�es Eei � 	 and

Ee�i 	 ��e 	�� Then

�� Uniformly over f � Cs�L� and x � �	� ��d� we have the pointwise bound

Ej bfN �x�� f�x�j� 	 C

�
L�h�sN �

��e
NhdN

�
� �
��

��



The optimal value of hN which minimizes the right�hand side of ���� is given by

hN �

�
��e
L�N

�����s�d	

� ��	�

For this value of hN

Ej bfN �x�� f�x�j� 	 CL���d��s	

�
��e
N

��s���s�d	

�

�� If we consider instead the global error measure Ek bfN � fk��� using again the same optimal

value ��� for hN yields the same bound� uniformly over f � Cs�L��

Comments �

�� As expected from the above informal discussion concerning the rectangular kernel� the
bound for the estimation error variance given on the right hand side of �
�� is decomposed
into bias � variance terms� And� as expected� the optimal choice of hN in ��	� exactly
balances these two terms�

�� Note that we have both pointwise and global bounds� which re&ects the local nature of
kernel estimates�

�� The properties of the Parzen�Rosenblatt algorithm of density estimation are identical when
the unknown density f satis�es f � Cs�L�� Note that� since supp f � �	� ��d� the L��norm
of the error �restricted to the �	� ��d� is dominated by the L��norm� So we get from the
second statement of the theorem

Ek bfN � fk�� 	 CL���d��s	

�
��e
N

��s���s��	

provided hN is chosen as in ��	��


� Often the following recursive version of the kernel estimator is considered� �Du&o� ������
�Oppenheim and Portier� ���	� �

bfn�x� � *��n �x�

�
nX
i��

Yih
�d
i K

�
Xi � x

hi

��
if *n�x� �� 	 and bfn�x� � 	 if *n�x� � 	 �

*n�x� �
nX
i��

h�di K

�
Xi � x

hi

�
�

or

bfn�x� � bfn���x� � *��n �x�

�
Yn � h�dn K

�
Xn � x

hn

� bfn��� �

*n�x� � *n���x� � h�dn K

�
Xn � x

hn

�
� ����

In this form the algorithm resembles very much the recursive Least Squares algorithm for
estimating the parameters of linear models� When the bandwidth is such that hi � h i��

�




for some 	 	 � 	 �� the properties of the algorithm ���� in the static regression problem
are essentially the same as those of the �o��line version� �
��� In �Oppenheim and Portier�
���	�� �Portier� ����� and �Du&o� ����� this algorithm was used to identify stable non�
parametric autoregression models of the form �
�� and the convergence of this estimator
was proved� Furthermore� the same algorithm was used to provide the estimates of bfn
in the closed loop system �������� and the stability of such an adaptive control scheme
was proved # �Oppenheim and Portier� ���	� and �Portier� ����� consider essentially
one�dimensional case� and in �Du&o� ����� the general multi�dimensional case is studied�

��� Piecewise	polynomial estimators

Another non�parametric regression estimator which is commonly used is the piecewise�polynomial
one� The idea is the same as for the kernel estimator� though the averaging is made over bins
�i�e�� small cubes� of �xed size �N rather than in hN �neighborhood of the current point x� It is
also closely related to the radial�basis function �RBF� networks with rigid location for the radial
functions� see �Poggio and Girosi� ���	�� �Wahba� ������ The simplest example of this method
is the piecewise�constant estimator or regressogram� The value of the estimate bfN in each bin
equals the average of observations Yi such that corresponding Xi belong to the bin� For the sake
of clarity we consider the one�dimensional case�

The piecewise�polynomial estimator can be formally de�ned in terms of the following op�
timization problem� Let �N � 	 be a positive sequence� and we assume that ���N � M is an
integer� De�ne ul � l�N � l � 	� � � � �M � and divide the interval �	� �� into M cubes �bins�
of the form U� � �	� u��� U� � �u�� u��� � � � � UM � �uM��� ��� so each bin has length �N � Set

F �x� � ��� x� x
�

� � � � � �
xk

k� �
T and� for each bin Ul� l � �� � � � �M � solve for � � Rk�� in the least

squares sense the system of equations

Yi � �TF

�
Xi � ul��

�N

�
� Xi � Ul ����

and denote by b�N�l the corresponding solution� Then the piecewise�polynomial estimate bfN of
order k in each bin Ul is expressed as

bfN�x� � b�TN�l F

�
x� ul��

�N

�
� x � Ul ����

The value �N is called the binwidth� As for the bandwidth hN of kernel estimate� the binwidth
tunes the smoothness � larger �N leads to a higher bias� and smaller �N results in a higher
variance� In order for the least�squares problem in ���� to be non�degenerate we require that
the number of points Xi in each bin is larger than k � ��

Stone� �Stone� ���� has proved a result similar to Theorem � for this type of estimate
�see �

� for the de�nition of the H�older space Cs�L��� We state this result in the general d�
dimensional case� Assume that the observations Xi satisfy the assumptions of Theorem �� LetbfN be a piecewise polynomial estimate of order k � bsc� with binwidth �N � 	 and N�N ��
as N ��� Then statement � of Theorem � holds with binwidth �N substituted for the bandwidth

hN �

Comments �

�� Note that� unlike for Kernel estimates� piecewise polynomial estimates compute projections

on the �xed set of functions F
�
x�ul��
N

�
� x � Ul �the l�th bin�� The same remark holds for

the projection estimate to follow�

��



�� As can be seen� piecewise polynomial and kernel estimates have the same asymptotic
accuracy when N ���

�� If f is a smooth function �i�e�� s � ��� the optimal number of bins is n � ���M and is much
less than the number of observations �n � N��
 for s � ��� This number is equivalent to
the memory size required to implement the algorithm � to reconstruct the estimate� k � bsc
coe!cients are necessary� Thus� if N is large� this algorithm o�ers signi�cant advantage�
in terms of memory requirements� over kernel estimates in which all measurements should
be kept to reconstruct f�x�� Also� computing ��������� is of lower computational burden
than computing �
��� These two points make the piecewise polynomial estimate more
attractive�


� Unfortunately there is no reasonable recursive version of the estimate bfn� Although on
can use the recursive least squares algorithm to compute linear regression coe!cients b�N�l

in ����� the derivations quickly become messy� because the number M of bins depends on
N � and so does the number of equations in the algorithm�

��� Projection estimates

Another class of function estimates was introduced by Cencov �Cencov� ����� who called them
projection estimates� The idea consists in expanding the unknown function into its �empirical�
Fourier series� Consider the Sobolev class Ws

��L� of functions f�x� ���� but now de�ned for
x � �	� ��d� In this case ���� becomes

f�x� �
�X

jjj��

cj�j�x�� ��
�

where j � �j�� � � � � jd� is a multi�index� x � �x�� � � � � xd�T � �j�x� � �j��x
�� � � � � � �j��x

d��
�� � �� ��k�x� �

p
� sin���kx� and ��k���x� �

p
� cos���kx�� k � �� � � �� The condition ����

remains the same

�X
j��

jcj j��� � jjj�s� 	 L�� ����

We assume that the input X is uniformly distributed� We construct the estimate bfN as follows �

bfN�x� � mX
j��

bcNj �j�x�� ����

where m is the �model order�� and the empirical estimates bcNj of Fourier coe!cients

bcNj �
�

N

NX
i��

Yi�j�Xi� ����

are substituted for the true ones cj� j � �� � � � �m� Note that the assumption that X is uniformly
distributed has been used� Note also that the estimate ��������� is linear �cf� �
��� with weights
given by

WN�i�x� �
mX
j��

�

N
�j�x� �j�Xi��

��



Cencov� �Cencov� ���� has proved the following counterpart of statement � of Theorem � � LetbfN be a projection estimate� Then� uniformly over f � Ws
��L� and x � �	� ��d�

Ek bfN �x�� f�x�k�� 	 C

�
L�m��s �

��em
d

N

�
� ���

The optimal order m of the model is

m � b
�
L�N

��e

�����s�d	

c � ����

it balances bias and variance error estimates� and yields the bound

Ek bfN �x�� f�x�k�� 	 CL���d��s	

�
��e
N

��s���s�d	

� ��	�

The following result� due to Ibragimov and Khas�minskij �Ibragimov and Khasminskij� �����
provides a global uniform bound� Take

m � b� N

lnN
�����s�d	c

for the model order �note that this is slightly di�erent from ������ Then� uniformly over f � Cs�L�
�the class Cs�L� is de�ned in �

��� it holds that

Ek bfN � fk�� 	 O

�
lnN

N

��s���s�d	

� ����

Comments �

�� Projection estimates have the same rate of convergence �up to a constant� as kernel or
piecewise polynomial ones�

�� The bound ��� for the quadratic error of the algorithms appears rather naturally if we
consider the following argument� when we approximate f � Ws

� using m terms of its
Fourier decomposition� the approximation error is O�m��s�d�� Furthermore� the stochastic
error in each term is of order O�N���� This simple calculus can be repeated for any
non�parametric estimate� Obviously� it is beyond our possibilities to reduce the stochastic
component of the error� On the other hand� the bias part depends on the method we choose
to approximate the function �piecewise polynomial� trigonometric series� etc�� with� and
this choice of approximant is of primary importance�

�� From the computational point of view� projection estimates are more attractive than piece�
wise polynomial estimates� since it uses an orthonormal basis of functions �the Fourier
basis�� which dramatically simpli�es the computation of the least�squares estimates bcj of
the Fourier coe!cients cj � cf� ���� with �����

��



��� Selecting model complexity

As we have seen� the convergence of the estimates strongly depends on the choice of the band�
width hN for kernel estimator� the model order m for the projection estimator� and the binwidth
�N �or� equivalently� the �model order� M � ���� for piecewise polynomial estimator� These

design parameters depend on the parameters of the smoothness class Cs�L� or Ws
��L�� which

are a priori unknown # see de�nition �

� of this class and the use of parameters �s� L� in
Theorem � and corresponding results for others estimators� Even if some information about the
smoothness parameter s is available� the knowledge of the value L is of importance when the
data sample is of bounded length� Let us illustrate this with the following example� where the
input x is scalar� Consider the problem of estimating a function f�x� in additive white noise e�
with ��e � �� Assume that f has support �	� ��� that all its derivatives are continuous� and that
f����� � �� f�	� � f��� � 	� Note that in this case� typically� supx jf �s	�x�j  ss� i�e�� higher
order derivatives become very large in uniform bound� In this case the bounds in Theorem � are
of order aN �s� � �s�N��s���s��	 when the parameter is selected for the smoothness s� Assume
that the size of the observation sample is N � �				� then aN ��� � 	�	��	� aN ��� � 	�		���
but we have already aN �
� � 	�	��� �the value of s which minimizes aN is s  ��
�
 with
aN �s�  	�		�
��� This illustrates the fact that the tightest bound is not obtained by taking
the largest possible s� but rather by selecting the most favorable pair �s� L�� which obviously is
much more di!cult�

Given that we only have in practice samples of �nite size N � we shall not try to estimate
the most favorable pair �s� L�� but we shall proceed di�erently� The model order �or band�
with� or binwidth� depending on the di�erent estimates� shall be estimated from data using a
procedure usually referred to as the generalized cross validation �GCV� test� GCV procedures
were studied for kernel �see� for instance� �Rice� ��
�� �H�ardle and Marron� ������ spline
��Li� ����� �Craven and Wahba� ������� and projection estimates �c�f� �Polyak and Tsybakov�
���	�� �Li� ������ Let us consider� for instance� the procedure for the projection estimates
��� To make the model order explicit in formula ���� we shall write bfm�N instead of bfN � Set

S�
m�N � N��PN

i�� kYi� bfm�N �Xi�k�� As for the prediction error variance estimate in parametric

prediction error methods� S�
m�N is a biased estimate of the error� Thus one cannot minimize

S�
m�N with respect to m directly � the result of such a brute force procedure would give a func�

tion bfmN �N �x� which perfectly �ts the noisy data� this is known as �over�tting� in the neural
network literature� The solution rather consists in introducing a penalty which is proportional
to the model order m� i�e�� we search for mN such that

mN � arg min
m�N

�
S�
m�N �

���em

N

�
� ����

This technique is clearly equivalent to the celebrated Mallows�Akaike criterion �Mallows� ������
�Akaike� ���	�� The following result� due to Polyak and Tsybakov �Polyak and Tsybakov�
���	�� shows the consistency of this procedure� Assume that the Fourier coe!cients of f in
expansion ���� satisfy jcj j 	 �j �

P�
j�� �j 	�� �j �j� is non�increasing� and ��e is known� Set

Vm�N � k bfm�N � fk��� Then for the estimate ����� ����� and ����� it holds that

VmN �N

minm Vm�N
� � a�e� as N �� �

Another �classical� adaptation approach is closely related to the problem of �ltering of a
Gaussian stationary process� The technique developed in �Efroimovich and Pinsker� �����

��In fact� a similar result holds for the spline or piecewise polynomial ones�

�



�Efroimovich and Pinsker� ��
� for the projection estimates is often referred to as Efromovich�
Pinsker �lter� To understand the idea of the method let us consider the estimates bcj � j � �� ���� N
of the Fourier coe!cients cj of f as in Section ���� If the observation noise �ei� is independent
Gaussian� then the errors bcNj � cj are Gaussian and un�correlated �and thus independent�� and
the Wiener �lter can be applied to the sequence bcj to obtain the estimates +cj of cj �

+cj �
c�j

c�j � ��e�N
bcj� ����

It can be shown that this choice of Fourier coe!cients yields the least possible asymptotic L�

error among all �projection� estimates� Naturally� the exact values of the coe!cients cj are not
available� To construct an adaptive �lter Efromovich and Pinsker proposed to use instead of
the �lter coe!cients their estimates� which are obtained in the following way� we divide the set
of indices j � �� ���� N into m groups� T� � fj � �� j � �g� ���� Tk�� � fj � �k � �� ���� j � �k��g�
���� Tm � fj � �m�� � �� ���� j � �mg �we have supposed for the sake of clarity that N � �m��
We set

)k �
"k

"k � ��e�N
�

where
"k � jTkj��

X
j�Tk

�bc�j � ��e�N�

�here jTkj is a cardinality of Tk�� We put� �nally�

+cj � )kbcj
for all j � Tk� It was shown �cf� �Efroimovich and Pinsker� ��
�� that this adaptive �lter is
asymptotically equivalent to the optimal one �����

Remark Note that the adaptive algorithms� though we have developed them starting with
linear methods� are not linear anymore� Quite naturally� when trying to infer some additional
information from the data we loose the linearity of the estimates�

� Estimation in classes of locally spiky and jumpy functions


�� Spatial adaptivity

The estimation of functions with sparse singularities should naturally be based on function
approximation in the corresponding smoothness classes� This was discussed in Section ��� #
Section ���� During the last �fteen years this topic has been a very active �eld in the statistical
community and has been characterized by successful practical applications but� oddly enough� an
almost complete lack of theoretical results� Spatially adaptive methods include all sorts of neural
networks� projection pursuit �Friedman and Stuetzle� ����� classi�cation and regression trees
�CART� �Breiman et al�� ��
�� Multivariate adaptive regression splines �MARS� �Friedman�
������ Variable Bandwidth Kernel methods �M�uller and Stadtm�uller� ����� and others�

These methods implicitly or explicitly attempt to adapt the �tting method to the form of the
function being estimated� by ideas like recursive dyadic partitioning of the space on which the
function is de�ned �CART and MARS� and adaptively estimating a local bandwidth function
�Variable Kernel Methods��

We discuss now some issues related to the problem of spatial adaptivity� In fact� so�called
�spatially adaptive� methods address two di�erent problems�

��



Estimating functions which have sparse singularities and otherwise are smooth� ��

An interesting approach consists in �nding a parameterized family of functional classes

which

�� �ts our prior knowledge about the smoothness of the function to be estimated� �in

particular� that f is smooth everywhere� except at a sparse set of points�� and

�� has associated with it an estimation technique which is minimax within these classes�

It was the merit of David Donoho and Iain Johnstone �Donoho and Johnstone� ����a�
to recognize that Besov spaces� which play a central role in Yves Meyer�s mathematical
theory of wavelets �Meyer� ���	�� provide an adequate answer� They are perfectly suited to
nonlinear systems which have sparse singularities and otherwise are smooth� The methods
used can be quali�ed as local function expansions� they provide a combination of local
averaging and short�range interpolation�

Handling geometric issues in the multi�dimensional case� If� for instance� the function
of two variables f�x� y� is �regular� in x �in extreme case f�x� y� � g�y� does not depend
on x� and �irregular� in y� then an �intelligent� estimation algorithm would approximate
thoroughly f only in y�direction� This way the problem can be reduced to that of function
estimation in ��dimensional� with the correspondent improvement in the rate of conver�
gence� This e�ect is often called �the dimensionality reduction� in the statistical literature�
Starting from early ��	�s a variety of techniques have been proposed in the statistics lit�
erature� which exhibit this desirable feature of �dimensionality reduction�� The already
mentioned Projection Pursuit Algorithm and neural network algorithms are examples of
this idea� This contrasts with wavelet and other local averaging procedures� in which the
smoothing is done over small balls fx � jx � x�j 	 ��g� It was shown in �Donoho and
Johnstone� ���� that� in a certain setting� projection based and local�averaging function
estimates have complementary properties�

We will defer the discussion of the second issue to Section �
In the literature on non�parametric regression� the focus� so far� has been on locally adaptive

bandwidths for kernel methods� see �Vieu� ����� for an example� Adaptive local linear regression
is treated in �Fan and Gijbels� ������


�� Wavelet shrinkage algorithms

Wavelet shrinkage algorithms o�er the dual advantage of being �� spatially adaptive �and thus
practically e!cient� and of low comparatively computational cost� and �� supported by a com�
plete mathematical analysis� This dual feature is rather unique� so we now concentrate on this
technique�

Non�parametric regression� Assume that N samples of input�output observations of the
following system are available �

Yi � f�Xi� � wi �

��The CART and MARS algorithms� and the variable bandwidth kernel method were designed to handle this
problem in multi�dimensional case� Surprisingly enough� the A�I� literature has proposed independently and at
the same time di�erent techniques with the same feature of �spatial adaptivity�� These include various forms of
neural networks �Hunt et al�� �����
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where �Xi� and �wi� are i�i�d� sequences of random variables� Xi is uniformly distributed on
�	� ��d and Ewi � 	� Ew�

i 	 ��w� These assumptions are introduced for the sake of simplicity�
They can be weakened� in particular the �unusual� assumption that X is uniformly distributed
can easily be relaxed� see �Delyon and Juditsky� ������ this would introduce additional burden
to our presentation� however�

For f � L�� recall the wavelet expansion

f�x� �
X
k�Z

��k ��k�x� �
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��


�l	
jk '

�l	
jk �x� � ��
�

where

��k �

Z
f�x���k�x�dx and 

�l	
jk �

Z
f�x�'

�l	
jk �x�dx � ����

To construct an estimate of f a �rst idea consists in using the law of large numbers and replacing�

in expansion ��
�� the coe!cients �k and 
�l	
jk by their empirical estimates

b��k�N� �
�

N

NX
i��

Yi��k�Xi� and b�l	jk �N� �
�

N

NX
i��

Yi'
�l	
jk�Xi� � ����

Note that the assumption that input X is uniformly distributed has been used at this point�

Density estimation� Assume independent observations X�� � � � �XN of some random variable
X with unknown density f�x� are available� Again f can be expanded using ��
� ����� But it
turns out that

��k �

Z
f�x���k�x�dx � Ef��k�Xi�

where Ef denotes expectation with respect to density f � and the same holds for the �s� Thus
empirical estimates of the wavelet coe!cients �k and jk are given by

b��k �
�

N

NX
i��

��k�Xi� and b�l	jk �
�

N

NX
i��

'
�l	
jk �Xi� � ����

Thus both non�parametric regression and density estimation are faced with the same issue � in
formulas ���� and ����� there may not even be Xi�s available within the support of many of the
��s and '�s % We shall now discuss this key point for the case of density estimation�

Obviously� in order to compute the empirical coe!cient b�l	jk � we need that at least several

observations Xi hit the support of '
�l	
jk �x�� Statistical laws of loglog type guarantee that this

will generically hold for scales that are not too �ne� More speci�cally� for j 	 jmax� where

N

lnN
	 �d jmax 	 �N

lnN

Thus we brute force set b�l	jk � 	 for j 
 jmax� At this point we have built an estimator of the
linear projection type� as in the case of Fourier series in Section �� Since these estimators are
linear� we cannot expect them to be e!cient for Besov spaces �Kerkyacharian and Picard� ������

��



A 
rst proposal� Our �rst attempt to construct an �interesting estimate� is� following the
intuition at the end of the previous section� to keep a properly chosen number of coe!cients
with largest absolute values� and set the others to zero� More precisely� let us consider the setb)n of pairs � � �j� k� corresponding to the n estimated wavelet coe!cients b�l	jk with largest

absolute values� We construct the estimate bfN as follows�

bfN �x� �
X
k

b��k ��k�x�� �z �
m coe�s� �� �

�f�� compact� supp��

�
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��

b�l	jk '
�l	
jk �x�� �z �

keep the largest n�m coes�

� ���

The following result can be proved about estimate ��� �see ���� for the de�nition of the Besov
spaces� �

Theorem 	 Let f � Bsp� with s � d�p� kfk� 	�� If n � N����s�d	 is selected in ����� then

Ek bfN � fk�� � O

�
lnN

N

� �s
�s
d

� ����

The idea of the proof of Theorem � is quite intuitive and typical for wavelet estimators� We
follow the argument at the end of the previous section with the only following di�erence � since
no information is available about the distribution of the error jb� � �j for � � b)n� we take a
cautious upper bound for it �

E jb� � �j� �
fb� ���g

	 E sup
i�j�k

jb�l	jk � 
�l	
jk j� � O

�
lnN

N

�
�

which explains the extra logarithmic factor in �����

The 
nal solution� Note that n in Theorem � depends on s� which is generally unknown�
Hence� to complete the estimation algorithm� we need a method to estimate our model order
n� Though Generalized Cross�Validation type techniques could be used� we prefer a somewhat
di�erent estimation approach developed by D� Donoho� I� Johnstone� G� Kerkyacharian and D�
Picard �see the references below�� It uses simple thresholding rules �� �

e�l	jk � b�l	jk �
fjb�j��jg ��	�

where �j is a threshold parameter� so we set

bf�x� �
X
k

b��k ��k�x� �
�X
j��

X
k�Zd

�d��X
l��

b�l	jk �
fjb��l

jk
j��jg

'
�l	
jk�x� � ����

In other words� in expansion ��
�� we keep those empirical estimates of wavelet coe!cients which
exceed some properly selected threshold� How this threshold should be selected is provided by
the following result �

��we consider here the so called �hard thresholding�� meanwhile� other rules can also be studied� for example
the�soft thresholding� �Donoho and Johnstone� ���b�� See also the discussion in �Delyon and Juditsky� ������

��



Theorem � Donoho et al�� ����a� and Donoho et al�� ����b�� Let f � Bsp� with s �
d�p� kfk� 	�� Select �j � � �

q
C lnN
N � with an appropriate C 	�� Then

Ek bfN � fk�� � O

�
lnN

N

� �s
�s
d

�

The constant C in the expression for the threshold parameter � is a sort of an �hyperparam�
eter� of the procedure� it can be easily estimated� see �Delyon and Juditsky� ����� and �Donoho
et al�� ����a� for related discussions� Note that the estimator bfN is adaptive because it does not
require prior knowledge of the regularity parameter�

Discussion�

� Theorem  has the following intuitive explanation� As already mentioned� Besov classes
Bspq for p 	 � have a special structure � a relatively small number of �important� wavelet
coe!cients are su!cient for obtaining a good function approximation� In the wavelet

decomposition �b�k� b�l	jk � using noisy data� all coe!cients are �contaminated� by noise� A
Central Limit theorem argument suggests that this noise is approximately Gaussian with
zero mean and variance O���N�� Thus a loglog law implies that the maximal error in the
estimates has magnitude given by

maxj�kjb�l	jk � 
�l	
jk j 

s
� lnN

N
�

Thus when small �according to threshold � in Theorem � coe!cients are shrunk to zero�
noise is canceled with very high probability� On the other hand� coe!cients exceeding this
threshold are likely to be signi�cantly di�erent from zero� This property of thresholding
explains another useful feature of the estimator � the estimate bfN has the same regularity
as the unknown function f to be estimated �cf� discussion in �Donoho et al�� ����b���

� Let us now consider again our example of estimating the regression function or density
f�x� � �f��x�ag� Theorem  states that the mean square rate of convergence of the wavelet
estimator for any bounded function f � Bss��� is very close to O�N���� which is nearly
as good as the �parametric� rate of convergence� though the function we estimate is not
even continuous� Let us compare the results above with the lower rate of convergence for
this problem obtained in �Nemirovskij� ����� Using the comments �� of Section ���� the
following lower bound is a direct corollary of the results of �Nemirovskij� ���� which were
originally formulated in terms of Sobolev spaces �

infbfN sup
f�Bspq

Ek bfN � fk� � CN��s���s�d	 ����

for any estimator bfN � As compared to ����� there is an extra logarithmic factor in the upper
bound of Theorem � In the more subtle construction presented in �Donoho and Johnstone�
����a�� this logarithmic factor is eliminated �and even a precise minimax constant is
obtained� in the case of Gaussian noises and deterministic design �observations are xi �
i�N � i � �� � � � � N�� In �Donoho and Johnstone� ����a� a cross�validation procedure is
proposed to adapt the optimal algorithm to unknown smoothness� Finally� in �Delyon and

��



Juditsky� ����� the authors of this paper showed that properly selecting the threshold �
for shrinking provides the optimal rate of convergence �without a logarithmic factor�� An
adaptive version of this algorithm is developed in �Juditsky� ���
��

� Finally� a more practical version of this wavelet shrinking algorithm is presented and dis�

cussed in �Sj�oberg et al�� ������ In particular� for the non�parametric regression problem�
this version relaxes the irrealistic assumption that input X is uniformly distributed�

	 Application to non�parametric autoregression identi
cation

Let us apply the above developed technique above to the problem of identi�cation of a simple
nonlinear dynamic system� Consider the system

yi � f�yi��� � ei� y� � R� i � �� ���� N� ����

where �ei� is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables� Ee� � 	�
Ee�� � ��e � We want to estimate the function f�x�� It is clear that the accuracy of this estimate
cannot be measured using usual Lp norms on R� Indeed� if the system ���� is stable� then most
of the observations are concentrated in a compact set� thus the value f�x� for large x cannot
be reconstructed with reasonable precision� However� as we have already seen in section �� a
�common sense� measure of the accuracy �risk� of the estimate  f of f could be

RN � bf� f� � Ej  fN�yN �� f�yN�j� �
Z
E

Z
j  fN �x�� f�x�j�py�x�dx�

where py is the invariant density of the Markov chain �yi�� We can implement wavelet shrinkage
algorithm for this system�

We are confronted here with two problems� the �rst one is that the observations yi are
dependent� the second one is that the density of observations yi is not uniform� This �rst
di!culty is handled by �ne theoretical considerations without any impact on the estimation
algoirithm� To deal with it we require certain stability conditions of the Markov chain �yi�
�see �Delyon and Juditsky� ����� for details�� The second problem requires that the optimal
threshold in the shrinkage algorithms now depends on the index k of the empiric coe!cientbjk��
 We can cope with this problem also� it appears that in this case the ideal threshold
would be

�jk � �e

s
� lnN

Npy���jk�
� ��
�

where py is the invariant density of the Markov chain �yi�� i�e�� higher threshold is used in low
density regions� Though this density is not known a priori� it can be easily estimated using� for
instance� a simple histogram estimator bp�

It can be shown that under certain conditions on the underlying Markov chain this procedure
supplies us with optimal �in the minimax sense� estimates of f �cf� �Delyon and Juditsky� �������
To illustrate the e!ciency of this method we present here a simulation example� we estimate the
function f��� using the fast wavelet estimator described in �Sj�oberg et al�� ����� with adaptive
thresholds b�jk estimated according to ��
� with p��� being substituted with bp���� We consider

��Recall� in the case of uniformly distributed inputs we used the uniform threshold �jk � ��

�




the following three functions f in the model �����

f�y� � y � �sign�y� �Sigmoidal� signal

f�y� � 	��y� �Linear� signal

f�y� � y � ��sign�y�� 	�� sin�y�� �Sine� signal�

�ei�� i � �� ���� N is supposed to be a sequence of independent Gaussian random variables with
��e � �� The estimate bf is computed using N � �			 observations yi� i � �� ���� N �

On �gures ��� we present together the signal �yi�� the resulting estimate� and the histogram
estimate bp of the density p�y���� The estimated values of the risk RN � bf� f� are presented on
the �gures where it is called �error�� We consider that the proposed algorithm provides a good
quality of visual reconstruction� Amazing quality of �t is obtained for f linear� Indeed� in this
case the well known Cramer�Rao lower bound�� gives

RN � bf� f� � ��e
N

� 	�		��

One can see that the corresponding value for the wavelet estimator is of the same order of
magnitude�

� Estimation of high�dimensional systems

As we have seen in Section �� the curse of dimensionality is encountered when estimating func�
tions with large dimensional inputs� and one has to resort to methods that reduce the e�ective
dimension of the input� All the methods reported in Section � can be� and have been �sometimes
successfully� used in estimation� However� there are only a few theoretical results available to�
day� In this section we will show how the approximation technique given in Section ��
 can be
adapted to the estimation problem�

��� Wavelets

We will construct now an estimation algorithm based on the approximation result of Theorem

� It is essentially based on the idea of truncation proposed in �Donoho and Johnstone� ����b��

Estimation algorithm �

�� sample length N � set  � d� ��� and

n �
p
N� amin � N� �

�d � amax � �
N

lnN
���d

�� compute

buN �a� t� �
bd

N

NX
i��

yi��a�xi � t���famin�a�amaxg

bvN �a� t� � � a�buN �a� t�

��We use the TeachWave package by D� Donoho and I� Johnstone �Donoho and Johnstone� ����b��
��this is a parametric problem�

��



�� and truncate

+vN �a� t� �


� bvN �a� t� if jbvN �a� t�j � K
q

lnN
N �

	 if jbvN �a� t�j 	 K
q

lnN
N

����


� compute CN � ka�d��	��+vN �a� t�k� and draw n independent points �a�� t��� � � � � �an� tn�
according to the density +wN �a� t� � ja�d��	��+vN �a� t�j�CN �

�� compute

bfN �x� � CNn
��

nX
k��

�ak�
d�� sign�bu�ak� tk�� ��ak�x� tk��

����

The key point of the algorithm is the truncation procedure of point � in which we shrink to 	 the
�density� bvN if its amplitude is less than K

p
lnN�N � This step has a nice heuristic explanation

�cf� Section ����� Note that bvN �a� t� can be decomposed as bvN �a� t� � v�a� t� � �N �a� t�� where
vN ��� is the corresponding true density� and ���� is a centered random noise with variance of order
N��� On the other hand� the condition kwk� � ka�d��	��vk� 	� implies that v�a� t� � o���

p
N�

on a subset of fa 	 � N
lnN ���dg of the underlying measure� So� putting all these terms to the sum

���� would mean adding noise to our estimate and negligible useful information� Therefore� we
can improve signi�cantly our estimate when shrinking these terms to the zero�

The only parameter of the algorithm to be chosen is the truncation parameter K in ����� It
depends on kfk� and on Ee��� and can be estimated �on line�� Furthermore� the algorithm is
not too sensitive to this parameter� and it can be often chosen on the basis of the available a
priori information�

The theoretic analysis reveals that if the function f��� is bounded and f � Wd����
� �Wd����

�

for some � 
 	� then the following bound holds for the estimate bfN �

Ek bfN � fk�� 	 C

�
lnN

N

����

for some C 	 �� This means that the proposed algorithm achieves �up to �� the rate of
convergence of the estimators discussed in Section ����

In �Delyon et al�� ���
� another truncation algorithm is proposed which allows us to simplify
signi�cantly the very unpleasant part of the algorithm � the drawing independent samples from
the density +wN �line 
 of the algorithm��

� Conclusion  the gap between theory and everyday practice

In this paper� we have surveyed and discussed part of the mathematical foundations of nonlinear
black�box modeling� What mathematics tells us can be summarized as follows �

� The bias�variance trade�o� is a key factor� as it is always in system identi�cation when
model order is not known a priori� Error variance depends on how many parameters are
used for �tting� Thus e�orts concentrate on reducing the bias without increasing the
number of parameters in the model� Since we are dealing with nonlinear systems� there is
much more &exibility in handling this problem than in linear system identi�cation� Thus
we have paid a lot of attention to function approximation issues as a prior topic before
considering estimation from noisy data�
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� Function approximation very much depends on the function space in consideration� Thus
we are faced with the new problem of having to specify the function space which our
unknown system is supposed to belong to� this is prior information referred to as the
smoothness class� Such kind of prior information is not easily at hand� however� thus it is
of primary importance to design procedures which are equally e!cient for various classes
of functions�

� Approximation �and estimation� methods have been known for a long time� which per�
form equally well for various smoothness classes of systems� provided that they consist
of uniformly smooth systems� Among such methods one �nds classics of non�parametric
statistics such as kernel or linear projection estimates�

� These methods perform poorly on systems that are smooth� but with some spikes and
jumps� Unfortunately� such nonlinear systems are frequently encountered in practice�
Approximation and estimation methods have been proposed� which are spatially adaptive�

i�e�� which are able to locally adapt the smoothness of the approximants or estimates to
the function to be approximated� They proved e!cient and successful in practice� They
were more or less attractive� depending on their computational and memory cost �as well
as psychological appeal�� Within this large army of methods� neural networks reached
the top in celebrity� Results are available which mathematically support the success of
these methods for approximation� but few results are available to support their use for
estimation�

� Besov spaces revealed to be an adequate parameterized family of function spaces to model
spikyness and jumpiness in a tunable way� They support most of the mathematical results
about approximation and convergence rates�

� Wavelets revealed to be nicely associated with Besov spaces since Besov norms are easily
evaluated using wavelet decompositions� Thus wavelet based estimation algorithms are the
only class of algorithms for which complete analysis is available today� both for approxi�
mation and estimation� These theoretical results show optimality of these algorithms�

� Getting lower bounds for convergence rates of estimation procedures is much more involved
than for parametric estimation� in which key tools are Cramer�Rao bound and Fisher
information� Lower rates and minimax optimality were introduced to this end� These
tools are much more technical and di!cult to use than Cramer�Rao bound and Fisher
information�

� The curse of dimensionality refers to the fact that one barely has enough data for �tting
when the input dimension is large� The notion of �e�ective dimension� which we discussed
somewhat informally plays an important role� Function classes of low �e�ective dimension�
can be found and used for analysis in the case of large dimensional inputs�

� Altogether� non�parametric estimation can also be considered as maximum likelihood es�
timation for unknown systems with unknown and unbounded model order� Consistency�
convergence rates� and AIC�BIC�����XIC criteria are the classics� Two di!culties occur
in applying this point of view to black�box nonlinear system identi�cation� First� the
�good� parameter dimension is typically very large so that AIC�BIC�����XIC are not very
practical� Second� and most important from the theoretical point of view� asymptotic
results involve the argument of the minimum of the likelihood� But the likelihood is very
non�convex and no procedure is provably known to �nd the minimum� This is why we

��



did not pay a large attention to this point of view in this paper� where emphasis was on
mathematical results only�

Obviously� the everyday practice in nonlinear black�box modeling is quite di�erent from the
direct implementation of mathematical advises� Now� there are several factors which may explain
the gap between the mathematical foundations and the practical con�dence in this or that
method� in particular �

� Computational cost and memory requirements could be formally considered� but have not
been discussed in this paper�

� How bad is a non convex functional for optimization� especially in large dimension� is hard
to assess�

Since authors of this article and the companion one �Sj�oberg et al�� ����� are the same� they
would be quite schizophrenic if they would blindly and only trust the mathematics as a guideline
for implementation� Nonetheless� mathematical results have the advantage of providing theo�
retically sound intuition and guidelines about how and why methods perform good or bad in
various situations�
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